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INTRODUCTION

• Sources of this information & perspectives
• My rural research 20 years—voices of hundreds of rural teachers, 

admins, students

• Others’ research—synthesis from US & some international studies

• Research gives us foundation to understand the “why” & “how” of 
practice

• Will dig deeper into many of these points in later presents
• All real rural examples (de-identified)



OUTLINE

• Math & Rural Culture of Place
• Poverty, cultures, ethnicity & isolation

• Risks that Threaten Math Learning in Rural Schools
• Productive Understanding of Math Motivation & Learning for Rural 

Contexts



MATH & RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE
POVERTY, CULTURE, ETHNICITY & ISOLATION



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, CULTURE  
ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 1

• Decreases in skilled industry jobs & incorporation of agriculture 
caused outmigration of talented rural residents & dependence of 
those remaining on service-sector jobs              (O’Hare & Johnson, 2004)

• Only ≈17% of rural adults have college degrees compared to  ≈30% 
of urban & suburban                               (USDA Economic Research Service, 2012)

• Poor & minority rural residents constitute only a small percentage 
of those educated rural individuals                 (Vernon-Feagans et al, 2015)

• Rural Native American children scored lower on math tests than 
non-rural children with otherwise similar demographics                                         

(Graham & Provost, 2012)



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, CULTURE  
ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 2

• Culturally-embedded values drive school motivation, through perceptions & 
priorities (Turner et al., 2006)

• Minority ethnic groups in rural areas often face social as well as geographic 
isolation and cultural marginalization        (Beaulieu, 2000)

• Rural youth often under pressure to stay home/take on traditionally-valued 
jobs & roles—not math-driven (Flora, Flora & Fey, 2003)

• Rural girls, espec. in minority cultural groups, often face a myriad of beliefs 
that push them away from math courses & careers     (Gándara et al, 2001)



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, CULTURE  
ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 3

• Poverty—lack of family resources for educational experiences & 
college costs

• Low family education—lack of understanding & support for education
• Isolation—lack of math-related role models
• Cultural beliefs & values—lack value of education & college aspirations 

• These are real issues in many of our rural communities
• They present challenges in teaching & predict low achievement



INFLUENCES OF RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE

• Poverty  (low SES)

• Low Family Education

• Geographic Isolation (remoteness)

• Culture with Low Value for Education

(synthesis from Sorensen & Price, 2017)

Low Math 
Achievement



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, CULTURE  
ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 4

• In culturally diverse rural populations, math is
• Sometimes the most motivating academic subject (Hardré & Hennessey, 2010)

• Sometimes the least motivating (Hardré et al, 2008)

• Sometimes interacts differently with individual differences (Green et al., 2007)

• Some Native American rural students (compared to non-native peers) 
showed overall more positive motivational profile and higher 
motivation for math (Hardré & Licuanen, 2010)



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, 
CULTURE,  ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 5

• Part of rural identity is geographic & social isolation, including factors 
that make math tougher to motivate

• Rural students more tied to immediate community & dependent on 
local role models & resources, often lacking math-educated role models                                     

(Faircloth, 2009)

• Community tends to endorse & invest in locally-valued jobs & futures, 
and math-skilled jobs are not prevalent in rural areas  

(Greenwood, 2009)

• Rural schools tend to have fewer highly skilled math teachers & math-
educated role models (more urban jobs & pay better) (NCES, 2009)



MATH AND RURAL CULTURE OF PLACE--POVERTY, 
CULTURE,  ETHNICITY & ISOLATION # 6

• Parents communicate values to students
• Frequently endorse math-for-class, grades & tests—that’s it
• Without much math education, not using “school math” in their 

jobs—little value beyond school requirements, low utility
• “Just get good grades & get it over with.”

• “Once you’re done with the class, you won’t use that math again.”

• Also often fixed beliefs about math
• “We’re just not math people.”  “We never been good at math.”



MORE RISKS THAT THREATEN MATH LEARNING 
IN RURAL SCHOOLS



MORE RISKS THAT THREATEN RURAL MATH LEARNING # 1

• In addition to those mentioned before, additional factors converge 
to threaten math motivation & learning

• Shortage of school resources for math-related educational 
opportunities

• Logistical challenge gaining exposure to authentic math-related 
experiences

• Distance travel for authentic exposure to math careers
• Test & time pressure—limits exploration & innovation



MORE RISKS THAT THREATEN RURAL MATH LEARNING # 2

• Students may 
• embrace deeply-embedded local values, feel linked to place
• OR may seek “other” but don’t know what that looks like

• These are common issues in our rural communities
• We know these things present challenges, predict low 

achievement
• Have cumulative effect on students’ school attendance, 

engagement & achievement (Mokrova, Vernon-Feagans & Garrett-Peters, 2017)



CUMULATIVE NATURE OF MULTIPLE RISKS

• Further exacerbated by other social factors in rural places:
• Low job prestige

• Disconnects between school & jobs

• Residential instability (family transience)

• Teen pregnancy & single parenthood 

• Drug use, meth labs & similar “undermines” 



CRITICAL DISCONNECTS & BELIEFS THAT 
UNDERMINE MATH LEARNING



CRITICAL BELIEFS THAT UNDERMINE EFFORT & INVESTMENT

• Misconceptions About Math Itself—fixed ability or utility
• “Some people just have math minds.”    “Math isn’t useful.” 

• Beliefs about themselves relative to math
• “not smart enough.  “can’t learn math.”

• Gender beliefs about math ability
• “girls just aren’t as good at math as boys are”  

• Teachers believing that external factors overpower their influence
• Teachers have more powerful influence than most realize



CRITICAL DISCONNECTS THAT UNDERMINE LEARNING & 
TRANSFER

• Many rural kids & youth grow up using practical math & are very good 
at it
• Household tasks, Ranch & farm tasks, Coastal tasks, Management 

tasks (sometimes large scale!)
• BUT school math is conceptually disconnected from those existing 

knowledge, skills & abilities they have
• Classes labeled algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus need to be 

operationalized & reconnected to life they live daily 
• Math not: meaningful, relevant, concrete, valued & applied 



PERCEPTIONS  TEACHING

• Thinking & feeling, learning & motivation—irrevocably linked in the 
human brain (Dai & Sternberg, 2014)

• Perceptions motivation  cognition 
• Directly & indirectly affects current learning  +  later recall & transfer 

• Teacher perceptions teaching & expectations                 (Hardré & Sullivan, 2009)

• Instruction reciprocally  learner perceptions  (Ley et al., )



GRAPHIC OF PERCEPTUAL 
DYNAMIC 

Teacher 
Perceptions

How They 
Teach

What They 
Expect 
From 

Students

Student 
Perceptions

What 
Students 

Give



PERCEPTIONS OF MATH MOTIVATION & LEARNING
• Math historically 

• For students—subject to be suffered & left at minimum requisites
• For teachers—seen as difficult to learn & teach—anywhere                       

(Huetinck & Munshin, 2004)

• People tend to be insecure about their math ability & learning
• Math invokes the strongest inherent reactions of any subject—for better or worse

• For students, teachers, parents, administrators, community members
(Chouinard & Roy, 2008)

• People tend to perceive math as:
• More difficult than other subjects, requiring special ability
• Less  interesting, useful & practical, abstract & complex
• Only valuable in limited contexts, (Hardré, 2011)



PRODUCTIVE UNDERSTANDING OF MATH 
MOTIVATION & LEARNING FOR RURAL CONTEXTS



UNDERSTANDING MATH MOTIVATION & LEARNING

• Learning math in abstraction and applying math to life demand 
different kinds of neurological skills & processing          (Devlin, 2010) 

• Applying math creates rich, complex neural networks for recall & transfer 

• Seeing math meaningfully applied to things that are important to 
students can be powerfully motivating (Mayer, 1999)

• Brings it out of the classroom “box”, makes it real for them
• National math standards (& true expertise) include subject skills & 

meta-skills that cross subject areas & contexts, and transfer to many 
school subjects & life applications (Alexander, 2004; Munshin, 2004)

• Investing in math teaching = investing in education overall!



IDENTIFYING & ADDRESSING ISSUES & NEEDS
• Issues, threats & needs are different in every rural context
• Teachers & administrators who understand gaps can address them
• Listen & talk to your students

• Know what perceptions/beliefs hold them back  & correct those
• Know what risks & issues they face as barriers & help them work through 

& around those
• Gain parental value & support for education & math specifically
• Open doors, run interference, support dreams
• Show them they can go out & bring back what their communities need 

to thrive



ASSETS IN RURAL CULTURE TO LEVERAGE TOWARD 
MATH LEARNING

• People Connections—family & friends caring for each other
• Place Connections—giving back to & investing in locale & community
• Rural Pragmatism—relevance of & value for skills meeting real needs
• Inquiry-based Problem-solving—non-formulaic, adaptive thinking to 

get a job done
• Unique local style—less preoccupation with popularism
• Non-formalism in learning—low value for “schoolishness”



RURAL ISSUES THAT LINK TO MATH--EVERYWHERE
• Water access & quality—chemicals, bacteria & disease, effects on 

humans, crops & animals
• Air quality—short-term & long-range considerations
• Energy production & consumption—sources, consumer needs
• Communications access & quality—electronics, digital systems, 

landline systems, maintenance & improvement
• Transportation & Equipment—home & industrial (farming, 

ranching, drilling, mining, fishing, shipping . . .)
• Agriculture—financial mgmt., economics, facilities, crop mgmt.
• How do these issues operationalize in your communities?



LEVERAGING LINKS TO LOCAL NEEDS

• Key to making math meaningful, relevant, useful is linking to local 
needs & priorities

• Show how math is tool to solve local problems & achieve locally-
valued goals

• Leverage local issues & resources, instead of wishing for some that 
aren’t there

• Link to outside & extended resources to show their relevance for 
students who want to reach beyond local context

• Help students, families & local leaders see utility of math in their 
context & in the world more broadly 

• Include both general rural & place based, and subgroup values 



WRAP-UP

• Understand the role of math in culture of YOUR community
• Rural culture of place: poverty, ethnicity & isolation
• Local industry, business & values
• Risks that threaten math learning
• Critical disconnects, misconceptions & beliefs 

• Develop productive perceptions of math & math learning
• Teachers’, students’, families & others’

• Understand local needs & values, leverage links with math
• Show how useful & relevant math is, with authentic applications
• We will follow these ideas up in later sessions



THANK YOU!
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